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State of the industry 2014-15

- APPEA financial survey
- First recorded net loss: -$607m
- PRRT: $1,172m
- Royalties: $1,469m
- Corporate tax: $2,213m
- Other: $388m
- Total tax: $5,242m
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If it wasn’t hard enough…

Myth
Fears thousands of gas wells would pop up around the region, jeopardising its clean-green image.
Anne Daw
Lock the Gate
“Tiser 30/11/16

Reality
For the economy of Toowoomba, the Darling Downs and Queensland more generally, CSG’s been a once-in-a-generation, much needed, shot in the arm.
- John Cotter, Chairman, Queensland Gas Fields Commission, 30/11/16
Conclusion

- We can’t do much about the oil price and it will recover
- But that’s no use if onshore drilling is locked up by activists spreading scare stories
- We can and must fight that
Thank you